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Best Job in the Air Force
Fly-Fight-Win

Breaking Barriers ... Since 1947
Unique Opportunities

- Antarctica
- NASA
- Papa Hungary Exchange
- Australia Exchange
- Pilot Physician Program
- AFSOC
- International Health
- NATO
Operational Medicine Residencies

- Operational Family Medicine (5 AF slots per year and 1 civilian sponsored with Ohio State)
- Operational Emergency Medicine (civilian sponsored, 12 slots)
  - Locations include: Mayo, Mercy St. Vincent, OH State, SLU, VCU, Einstein and Cincinnati
- Operational Internal Medicine (civilian sponsored 1 per year)
  - USAFSAM/Ohio State
- Family Medicine/RAM (Residency in Aerospace Medicine)
  - Three per year
  - Cooperative between USAFSAM and WSU
  - Graduate in 4 years with 2 boards (family and aerospace medicine) and a MPH
Pros and Cons